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Abstrat
All the possible super-onduting order parameters for the LaOFeAs system are lassied by their
transformation under the omplete rystal symmetry. The general forms of the super-onduting
gap funtions for eah lass are disussed. We nd that the gap funtions in suh a multi-band
system belong to three types, full gap, nodal type and nite Fermi ar type. Possible physial
onsequenes aused by dierent types of gap funtions are also disussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The iron based superondutors, the seond family of the high temperature superon-
duting materials, have been disovered very reently. Hosono group rst obtained super-
ondutivity in LaOFeAs with Tc = 26K by replaing some Oxygen atom with F [1℄. Soon
after it, super-ondutivity is disovered in several similar materials with Tc = 41 K in
CeO1−xFxFeAs [2℄ and Tc = 43 K in SmO1−xFxFeAs [3℄. Further replaing La atoms with
other rare earth elements rapidly raises Tc up to 52K in Pr[O1−xFx]FeAs [4℄ and 55K in
Sm[O1−xFx]FeAs [5℄. With some other ways to introdue arriers, super-ondutivity with
the Tc= 55K in Gd1−xThxOFeAs and ReFeAsO1−δ are obtained by several groups [6, 7, 8℄.
N. L. Wang's and Z. Fang's group rst reported that the ground state of the parent
ompound shows SDW long range order with stripe like spin onguration by ombining
the rst priniple alulation and optial measurement [9℄. The SDW state has been on-
rmed by neutron sattering results from two independent groups [10, 11℄, and several other
alulations[12, 13℄. The NMR data also show strong evidene of magneti phase transi-
tion at 135K [14, 15℄, whih is onsistent with the previous neutron sattering and optial
ondutivity experiments. Upon F doping, the SDW is suppressed very quikly and super-
ondutivity appears. Sine the maximum Tc ahieved in this family is around 55K, whih
is well above the MMillan limit, the super-ondutivity here is likely to be non-BCS type.
The pairing symmetry of the super-ondutivity in iron based super-ondutors is one of
the key issues. The strong magneti utuation, whih is suggested by the rst priniple
alulation [9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄ and NMR measurement [14, 15℄, is onsidered by many
authors to be the pairing glue. However it is still under debate if the ferromagneti[16,
17, 22℄ or anti-ferromagneti[12, 13℄ utuation is responsible for the super-ondutivity
here. The ferromagneti (anti-ferromagneti) utuation will mediate attrative interation
in the spin triplet (singlet) hannel and thus leads to the triplet (singlet) super-onduting
state[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄. The urrent experimental data still an not onrm the spin
state of the Cooper pairs and band struture alulation indiates nearly degenerate multiple
Fermi Surfaes (FS) in the system [22℄. Therefore at the urrent stage, there still exist many
possible pairing order parameters leading to many dierent types of gap funtions . It
is then important to lassify all these possible super-onduting order parameters by their
dierent transformation behavior under the full symmetry of the rystals, whih will be done
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in the following setions. After the lassiation, we will obtain many lasses of the super-
onduting order parameters with eah of them forming an irreduible representation of the
full symmetry the system have. Also we will disuss the general form of the gap funtions
for eah lass of the super-onduting phase, whih an be grouped into three atalogs. The
simplest type, whih is referred to type (I) gap funtion, has a fully opened gap over the
whole FS for any non-zero order parameter. The type (II) gap funtion ontains a nodal
point on the FS where it vanishes. And the type (III) gap funtion will vanish on a nite
setion of the FS, whih is mentioned as Fermi ar in the previous literature [23℄.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SUPER-CONDUCTING ORDER PARAMETERS
The full symmetry of the rystal an be view as the diret prodution of time reversal,
spaial inversion, harge onservation,translational symmetry and the point group symmetry.
In the present study, we assume that the appearane of super-ondutivity only breaks the
harge onservation and keeps all the other symmetry. The purpose of the urrent paper is
to lassify all the possible super-onduting order parameters by the group representation
theory.
A. The Fermi surfae topology and the point group symmetry of LaOFeAs
In the absene of SDW state (after F-doping), LaOFeAs rystallizes in layered square
lattie with spae group P4/nmm. There are two Fe sites per unit ell, whih are oordinated
by As-tetrahedrons. The point group symmetry of LaOFeAs is D4h, whih ontains a 4-
fold rotational axis along z-diretion, four vertial reetion planes along x, y, xy and x¯y
diretions, a horizontal reetion plane, as well as the spaial inversion. Aording to the
rst priniple alulation, for non magneti LaOFeAs, [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄there are two
hole type Fermi surfaes enlosing Γ point and two eletron type Fermi surfaes enlosingM
point. Upon F doping, the three hole type Fermi surfaes shrink rapidly and will be negleted
in the present paper. Therefore we an fous on the super-onduting order parameters on
the two eletron type Fermi surfaes. The shape of the Fermi surfaes enlosing M point is
very lose to ellipse with their long axis along (1, 1) or (1¯, 1) diretions. The rst priniple
alulation indiates that the states around the FS around M point are mainly from the
3
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Figure 1: The shemati Fermi surfae of the LaOFeAs, the FS of band 1 (2) is plotted by the blak
(red) ellipse.
xy, xzand yz iron 3d orbitals with very strong angle dependene along the FS [22℄. Before
we begin to lassify all the possible superonduting order parameter ∆(k)for a multi-
band system, we rst have to dene the Bloh states ψ
nk
(r) around M point properly
to guaranteeψ
nk (r) to be smoothly onneted along the momentum spae. This smooth
ondition give us unique denition of the energy bands, whih gives the ellipse FS for band
1 ( 2) along (1, 1) ((1¯, 1) )diretions as shown in Fig. 1.
By denition the origin for all the point group operations and spaial inversion should be
loated at Γ point. While one an easily prove that using the periodiity of the momentum
spae, the origin an be moved to M point. Therefore in the following of the paper, all the
point group and spaial inversion operations are taken respet to the M point.
With suh a smooth ondition for the energy bands, we an write down the eet of the
D4h group elements gˆl ating on the Bloh funtions in the two bands forming the FS around
the M point. In general it an be written as
gˆlψnk (r) = Dˆ
orb
mn (gˆl)ψnDˆR(−)(gˆl)k (r)
where 2× 2 matries Dˆorbmn (gˆl) are the representation matries in the orbital spae, whih
equal to unit matrix for operators
(
E,C”2 , i, 2σ
”
v
)
and σx for the rest of them. The above
representation in the orbital spae an be heked by the symmetry right on the FS. From
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Fig.1, one an easily nd that the FS of band 1 (2) remains unhanged under the rst
atalog of the operators and transforms to FS of band 2 (1) under the seond atalog of
the operators.
B. The super-onduting order parameter and its transformation under D4h
In the multi-band system, the super-onduting order parameter an be written as
∆αβµν (k) = 〈Cαµ (k)Cβν (−k)〉
where α, β = 1, 2 are the band Indies, µ, ν =↓, ↑ denote the eletron spin. The funtions
∆αβµν (k) form a representation of the full symmetry of the system, whih an be expressed
as the diret prodution of time reversal, spaial inversion and point group symmetry. In
addition, the anti-symmetri nature of the fermioni many body wave funtion requires
∆αβµν (k) = −∆
βα
νµ (−k). In the present study, we follow the treatment of Sigrist and Ueda
on the eet of spin-orbital oupling (SOC)[29℄, assuming the SOC is not too strong so that
the indued oupling between the singlet and triplet pairing states an be safely negleted.
Therefore we an rst divide ∆αβµν (k) into singlet and triplet two subgroups. Among them,
the singlet pairing order parameter an be written as a 2 × 2 matrix ∆αβsinglet (k) with the
following requirement from the anti-symmetri ondition upon partile exhange,
∆αβsinglet (k) = ∆
βα
singlet (−k)
. Therefore for even (odd) parity state ∆αβsinglet (k) must be a symmetri (anti-symmetri)
matrix. Following the standard notation the order parameters for the triplet pairing state[30℄
an be expressed by a vetor
−→
d αβ (k)with eah omponent of the d-vetor to be a 2×2matrix.
And the requirement from the anti-symmetri ondition here is
−→
d αβ (k) = −
−→
d βα (−k)
, where for even (odd) parity states
−→
d αβ (k) must be anti-symmetri (symmetri) matri-
es. With the above notation of the super-onduting order parameters for both singlet
and triplet pairing states, we an write down the symmetry transformations of these order
parameters under time reversal and point group operators. For time reversal symmetry we
have
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K∆αβsinglet (k) = ∆
αβ∗
singlet (−k)
, for spin singlet states and
K
−→
d αβ (k) = −
−→
d αβ∗ (−k)
.
At last we onsider the symmetry transformation under point group operators, whih are
group elements of D4h. As we have mentioned before, in the present study, the energy sale
of spin-orbital oupling is onsidered to be small ompared with the energy splitting between
the spin spin singlet and triplet pairing states but is still big enough to lift the degeneray
in the spin spae spanned by vetor
−→
d αβ . As the onsequene, the spin degree of freedom
of the Cooper pairs has to be frozen to the spaial motion of the eletrons. Therefore the
d-vetor has to rotate exatly following the momentum k under the point group operators,
whih leads to
gˆl
−→
d αβ (k) = DˆR(+) (gˆl)
−→
d αβ
(
DˆR(−) (gˆl)k
)
where DˆR(±) is the representation in three-dimensional spae with positive (for spin spae)
or negative (for k-spae) spaial inversion operation respetively.
By the transformation under symmetry operators, we an onstrut a representation of
the full rystal symmetry using the super-onduting order parameters as the basis. As we
have mentioned above, the two orresponding Bloh bands we are interested in are dened
smoothly in k-spae. Therefore the SC order parameters △αβµν (k) should be also smooth
funtion in k-spae, whih allows us to expand them by rst three sphere harmonis and use
them as the basis for k dependene.
In general suh a representation is reduible and an be redued to a serial of irreduible
representations. In the following two setions, we will list all the irreduible representa-
tions and disuss the orresponding basis funtions for both the singlet and triplet super-
onduting states in LaOFeAs.
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Table I: Basis gap funtions for the symmetry D4h (a). Spin-Singlet
T P O S Basis Gap type
A1g + + + − σ0(x
2 + y2), σ1(x
2 + y2), σ0(2z
2 − x2 − y2), σ3(xy), σ1(2z
2 − x2 − y2) I;II;III
A2g + + + − σ3(x
2 − y2) II
B1g + + + − σ0(x
2 − y2), σ1(x
2 − y2) II;III
B2g + + + − σ3(x
2 + y2), σ0(xy), σ3(2z
2 − x2 − y2), σ1(xy) II;III
Eg + + + − σ0(xz), σ0(yz), σ3(xz), σ3(yz), σ1(xz), σ1(yz) II,III
B1u − − − − iσ2(z) II,III
Eu − − − − iσ2(y), iσ2(x) II;III
C. The irreduible representation and basis gap funtions for spin singlet super-
onduting state in LaOFeAs.
In the above table, we list all the basis gap funtions for spin-singlet super-onduting
states in LaOFeAs, where σ0 , σ1, σ2 , σ3 are 2× 2 unit matrix and Pauli matries respe-
tively, whih form a omplete basis for the orbital spae. On the rst three olumns we list
the even-odd properties of the basis funtion under the time reversal (T ), spaial inversion
(P ), spin exhange (S) and orbital exhange (O), with the plus and minus sign represent-
ing the even and odd funtions under the transformation respetively. The anti-symmetri
ondition for the Fermion exhange requires P · S · O = −1, whih is well satised by eah
basis funtion. Due to the multi-band nature, the system show some interesting feature
whih is dierent with the single band ase. Firstly beause of the additional orbital degree
of freedom, it is possible to have odd parity basis funtions for spin singlet phase, as in
representation B1u and Eu. Seondly in A1g and B2g, the s-wave basis funtions an mix
with some d-wave basis funtions. This is beause the speial FS topology around the M
point. The two eletron type FS enlosing M point form a 2-dimensional representation for
D4h. If we only onsider the pairing order parameters within one partiular band, the D4h
symmetry will be broken.
In the following, we will disuss in deal the super-onduting gap funtions for A1g,whih
is the trivial representation of D4h, as an example. In this ase, the super-onduting order
parameter an be written as the linear ombination of the three in-plane basis funtions,
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whih reads,
∆11s (k) = a (cos(kx) + cos(ky)) + bsin(kx)sin(ky)
∆22s (k) = a (cos(kx) + cos(ky))− bsin(kx)sin(ky)
∆12s (k) = ∆
21
s (k) = c (cos(kx) + cos(ky))
With the dierent value of a,b and c, the super-onduting gap may have following three
dierent types.
1. Full energy gap, whih is labeled by I in the above table. When the intra-band s-wave
omponent a 6= 0, there is nite energy gap right on the Fermi level for the whole FS.
2. Energy gap with a nodal line along the x and y axises, whih is labeled by II . In
order to have nodal lines in this partiular representation, we must have a = c = 0
and b 6= 0. In this ase the super-onduting gap vanishes at four FS rossing points.
3. Fermi ar whih is labeled by III. With this type of gap struture, there is a nite
setion of FS whih remains ungaped, whih is rst proposed by us in referene [23℄ .
This situation may happen when only inter-band pairing strength c 6= 0.
The seond important representation for the singlet pairing states in LaOFeAs is B1g ,
within whih the SC order parameters are linear ombinations of the intra-band and inter-
band dx2−y2states. In this ase the pairing is the strongest at four FS rossing points and
vanishes along the x and y axises. When only the inter-band omponent is non-zero, the
gap funtion will have a Fermi ar.
D. The irreduible representation and basis gap funtions for spin triplet super-
onduting state in LaOFeAs.
In the above table, we list all the basis gap funtions for spin-triplet super-onduting
states in LaOFeAs. Sine the total spin of the Cooper pairs generate extra degree of
freedom, the situation for the spin triplet SC states is more ompliated. In the present
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Table II: Basis gap funtions for the symmetry D4h (b). Spin-Triplet
T P O S Basis Gap type
A1g − + − + iσ2[~ez(x
2 − y2)], iσ2[~ex(yz) + ~ey(xz)] III
A2g − + − + iσ2[~ez(xy)], iσ2[~ex(xz)− ~ey(yz)] III
B1g − + − + iσ2[~ez(x
2 + y2)], iσ2[~ez(2z
2 − x2 − y2)], iσ2[~ex(yz)− ~ey(xz)] I;II;III
B2g − + − + iσ2[~ex(xz) + ~ey(yz)] III
Eg − + − + iσ2[~ex(x
2 + y2)], iσ2[~ey(x
2 + y2)], iσ2[~ex(2z
2 − x2 − y2)], iσ2[~ey(2z
2 − x2 − y2)] I;II;III
iσ2[~ex(x
2 − y2)], iσ2[~ey(x
2 − y2)], iσ2[~ex(xy)], iσ2[~ey(xy)]
iσ2[~ez(xz)], iσ2[~ez(yz)]
A1u + − + + σ0[~ex(x) + ~ey(y)], σ0[~ez(z)], σ3[~ex(y) + ~ey(x)], σ1[~ex(x) + ~ey(y)], σ1[~ez(z)] I;II;III
A2u + − + + σ0[~ex(y)− ~ey(x)], σ3[~ex(x)− ~ey(y)], σ1[~ex(y)− ~ey(x)] I;II;III
B1u + − + + σ0[~ex(x)− ~ey(y)], σ3[~ex(y)− ~ey(x)], σ1[~ex(x)− ~ey(y)] I;II;III
B2u + − + + σ0[~ex(y) + ~ey(x)], σ3[~ex(x) + ~ey(y)], σ3[~ez(z)], σ1[~ex(y) + ~ey(x)] I;II;III
Eu + − + + σ0[~ex(z)], σ0[~ey(z)], σ0[~ez(x)], σ0[~ez(y)], σ3[~ex(z)], σ3[~ey(z)],
σ3[~ez(x)], σ3[~ez(y)], σ1[~ex(z)], σ1[~ey(z)], σ1[~ez(x)], σ1[~ez(y)] I;II;III
study, we will only fous on the possible gap struture. The rst ve representations with
even parity are purely inter-band pairing states. In the previous paper, we have disussed
the gap struture of inter-band s-wave and dx2−y2-wave states , whih are listed in theB1g
and A1g representations respetively. For the inter-band s-wave state with order parameter
iσ2[~ez(x
2 + y2)], the system will have full gap at the FS when the amplitude of the pairing
order parameter is muh bigger than the maximum splitting of the two bands at the FS
and will have Fermi Ar behavior otherwise[23℄. And as we have disussed in the previous
paper, for the inter-band dx2−y2 state, the Fermi Ar will always appear around the diagonal
line. The basis funtions in theB2g and A2g representations desribe the inter-band pairing
states along the -axis, whih are very unlikely for a layered ompound like LaOFeAs.
The basis funtions in the rest of the triplet representations mainly desribe the intra-
band p-wave pairing states. But they an be mixed with the orresponding inter-band p-
wave pairing states. The A1u representation ontains three in-plane pairing states, namely
σ0[~ex(x) + ~ey(y)], σ3[~ex(y) + ~ey(x)] and σ1[~ex(x) + ~ey(y)]. The rst one is quite well known
in the Helium III system as the BW phase. While in the present two-band system,very
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interestingly the BW phase here may be mixed with two other states. The rst one is an
intra-band pairing state with the order parameter
−→
d = σ3[~ex(y)+~ey(x)], and another one is
an inter-band pairing state with
−→
d = σ1[~ex(x) +~ey(y)], whih is nothing but the inter-band
BW phase. Although the intra-band BW phase itself has a full energy gap on the FS, it
may aquire line nodes or Fermi Ar after mixing with the intra-band BW phase. We will
disuss the physial properties of this state in detail in a separated paper. The behavior of
the energy gaps for the A2u,B1u and B2u states are quite similar with that of A1u states.
Another important representation for the triplet states is Eu, whih ontains the ABM phase
in Helium III system. The intra-band ABM phase, whih is proposed by M. Sigrist and M.
Rie for the super-ondutivity in SrRuO4, an be obtained by linear ombination of two
basis, namely σ0[~ez(x)] and σ0[~ez(y)]. The intra-band ABM phase breaks the time reversal
symmetry and also an mix with the inter-band ABM phase. Similarly for purely inter-band
ABM phase, the Fermi Ar behavior will appear.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we lassied the possible super-onduting order parameters for
LaOFeAs systems respet to all the rystal symmetry inluding time reversal, inversion
and point group symmetry. Sine the spin-orbital oupling in the system is weak, we an
still divide the possible super-onduting order parameters into spin singlet and triplet two
lasses. The for eah lass we give the detailed lassiation table with eah lass forming
an irreduible representation. We also disussed the possible gap struture for eah lass of
super-onduting phases. In the LaOFeAs system, partly due to its multi-band nature, there
are three possible types of gap funtions, namely full gap, nodal gap and Fermi Ar type.
The dierent types of super-onduting gap will have very dierent thermal dynami and
super-onduting properties in low temperature, i.e. the spei heat and superuid density.
The super-onduting state with full gap, like s-wave, will have exponential temperature
dependene in low temperature for spei heat and superuid density. If there are line nodes
on the FS, both the spei heat and superuid density will show power law temperature
dependene. While for super-onduting state with nite Fermi Ar, the low temperature
behavior of spei heat appears like there are some residue density of states on the
Fermi level. Currently there are some experimental evidene indiating the existene of low
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energy quasi-partiles in the super-onduting phase[15, 31, 32℄. But we still need further
experimental data to make the onlusion.
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